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5th Responsible Business Forum on Food and Agriculture 

 
Parallel Discussion Panel 

Briefing Note 
 

Scaling the Sustainable Rice Platform 
 
 

Date: Wednesday, 28 March 2018 
Time: 1035 – 1220 (1 hour and 45 mins) 
Venue: Pullman Hotel, Jakarta, Indonesia 
Room: 3rd floor Hesa 
 
Moderator: 
David Johnson, Regional Representative, Southeast Asia, IRRI 
 
Speakers:  
Makara Ouk, Director, Cambodian Agricultural Research and Development Institute, Cambodia 
Paul Nicholson, Vice President, Rice Research and Sustainability, Olam 
Dechen Tsering, Regional Director, Asia and the Pacific, UN Environment 
William Wyn Ellis, Coordinator, Sustainable Rice Platform 
 
SYNOPSIS  

 
Rice is a daily staple for more than 3.5 billion people and supports the livelihoods of over 1 billion 
people. The Sustainable Rice Platform (SRP) is a multi-stakeholder platform co-convened by UN 
Environment and the International Rice Research Institute (IRRI) to promote resource efficiency and 
sustainability in trade flows, production and consumption operations and supply chains in the global 
rice sector. The SRP pursues public policy development and voluntary market transformation initiatives 
to support sustainable production standards. It also provides outreach mechanisms that contribute to 
increasing the global supply of affordable rice, improved livelihoods for rice producers and reduced 
environmental impact of rice production. 
 
This working group discussion will focus on potential solutions to scale up the SRP to other countries 
within and outside of the region. Panellists will help identify the stakeholders involved and the roles and 
responsibilities they will play. 
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FORMAT 
 

1035 – 1130  Introduction and Panel Discussion: The facilitator and discussion panel will briefly 
introduce themselves, their organisations and provide a short overview of the topic to frame 
the discussion. Speakers will then share their perspectives and examples of action on this 
topic. The facilitator will then moderate a discussion with questions for the panellists. 
 

    (55 minutes) 
 

1130 – 1200 Audience Roundtable Discussion: Delegates to share, discuss and agree on priority 
recommendations for scaling up the kind of initiatives presented during the panel, the role of 
stakeholders and making these part of an integrated approach to the SDGs.  

 
What can businesses, governments and NGOs do to scale up these collaborative 
initiatives for progress on the SDGs? 

 
   (30 minutes)  

 
1200 – 1215     Feedback from Roundtables: Each table will assign a discussion leader to stand and share 

their recommendations with the room. 
                      
                        (15 minutes) 

 
Panel speakers are encouraged to join in the audience discussion. Facilitators will remain as 
the point of contact for the recommendations.  
 

1215 – 1220   Wrap Up: The facilitator will wrap up with a quick summary of the main discussion points and 
recommendations. 
 

                  (5 minutes)  
 

 


